
SPeed HumPS

Ismat speed humps offer the best solutions for slowing 
down traffic safely. Installing our ramps will reduce the risk 
of accidents on your site. As manufacturers, our product 
range gives you best quality rubber, with the longest 
working life. 

These are designed to enforce safe site speed limits 
slowing down all types, sizes and weights of vehicles. 

Our speed humps are manufactured in Black and Yellow 
colour along with powerful amber reflectors which help 
drivers get the maximum warning and ensure that the 
ramps can be clearly seen 24/7.

Speed Bumps ramps have deep ribbed surfaces for 
extra grip and are supplied with suitable holes by our 
company and can be easily fixed in asphalt, concrete or 
block surfaces.

Sizes Available

 code Width (A) length (B) Height (c ) Speed limit (K.m.P.H.)

SH40050050 400 500 50 10 - 15

SH40050070 400 500 70 15 - 20

SH33525050 335 250 50 10 – 15

	 SH30070EXT	 300	 On	Request	 70	 15	-	20

*All	Dimensions	in	mm
Overall Dimensional Tolerances ± 5%

WHeel StoPPerS

They are designed not to cause any damage to vehicles. 
KerbStopper Buffers give the drivers a clear warning that 
their rear wheels are parked correctly. They are supplied 
with Pre-drilled holes for concrete or asphalt installations.

The KerbStoppers reduce the risk of accidental damage 
to columns, concrete pillars and lighting columns, etc. 
KerbStopper Buffers are manufactured in solid rubber 
for a tough service life. The product absorbs impact and 
quickly recovers back to its original shape when the load 
is removed.

KerbStopper Buffers are cut to the exact size to suit your 
site plus or minus 10mm. 

The product can be delivered in an all black rubber finish 
recommended for car parking, or black with a bright 
yellow stripe, the correct hazard warning colours.
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Sizes Available

 code Width (A) Height (B)

WS130100 130 100

WS140100 140 100

WS150130 150 130

WS200100 200 100

*	All	Dimensions	in	mm
Overall Dimensional Tolerances ± 5%

Available	in	Both	Solid	and	Hollow	Types	
and	in	variable	lengths
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